Introducing some Certosa Initiative exhibitors!
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Remi Versteeg, co-founder of Amsterdam architects Beyond Space and founder of the
Certosa Initiative, sets the intentions: "We’ve got quite a few surprises in store for the Milan
Design Week visitor. First and foremost, here and now, we can come together again. Coming
out of these turbulent times and facing new uncertainties, we’re bringing together the kind of
exhibitor we want to celebrate the transformative power of design with."

© Unilin Panels

© FieldS

Take for instance Unilin Panels. These Belgian
Manufacturers of wood-based panels aren’t just
bringing slabs of their new products. Instead, they
enlisted agency King George to go wild with the
new collection '22-'26. The result is a mobile
Trendshooter, showing off their product doubling
as a carnival shooting gallery.

Another example of creative energy is the sheer
exuberance of ‘FieldS’, Dutch designer and
artist Marjan Veltkamp’s unique, hand-made
objects, all of natural origin, that improve
acoustics besides bringing decorative joy to any
interior: private or business.

You can also expect quite a few ‘never seen
befores’. Dutch duo VANTOT are an example:
"We spent some of the pandemic ‘spare time’
probing light. Architects build with daylight, but
considering all the possibilities of the
technology of our time, we’d hope they’ll also
build with our LED. For this purpose, we’ve
realised several references which we haven’t
yet been able to share with a big, international
audience!"
See more images here »
© VANTOT

Says Margriet Vollenberg, co-founder and Art Director of the Certosa Initiative: "This really
is the first opportunity for so many of us to finally show what happened hidden from our
peers’ eyes for so long. And let’s be honest, the lockdowns and periods of forced social
isolation have also brought some introspection and calm. Lots of extra time, which some of
us spent exploring and re-evaluating our engagement with our environment, natural, social,
economical. For some of us, this has yielded new insights, new inspirations, engagements
and innovations."

We checked in with a few of our exhibitors to see what they’re
sharing at Certosa Initiative. Samir Mazer, represented bij
Ateliers Zelij, works where art, craft and design meet. In the
age-old handicraft of Moroccan ‘zellige’, he combines and
explores geometric shapes in unpredictable shades of clay
tiles. For the Certosa Initiative, together with Ateliers Zelij,
Mazer presents his Astère collection, a new and exciting
experimentation conceived as an encounter between clay and
wallpaper.
For some, the pandemic and bouts of imposed isolation
posed a particularly mind-boggling challenge: "You can’t
whatsapp or email a scent after all," says Marielle DupuitsRobbe of SOM Perfume, "you have to personally and
physically experience our work." But every crisis brings
opportunity, too. SOM Perfume recognised the renewed
appreciation of the home, and cleverly developed smaller
perfume diffusing objects, ‘Wall Jewels’ and ‘Landscapes’ to
bring the well-being of their product into the homes during
lockdowns. The pandemic also inspired the SELAH perfume
and objects, inspired by silence, which can be experienced at
the Certosa Initiative.
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See more images here »
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Silence, too, served Lorenzo Marini as inspiration. At Certosa Initiative, together with Galleria
Gracis, he presents his immersive installation ‘Mirror Type’, a contemplation of narcissism.
Says Marini: "Design was born to be shared. After an excess of digital sharing, things can
finally be touched by hand, seen with the eyes and smelled with the nose again." ‘Mirror
Type’ assumes a physical presence which the visitor is invited to enter.
For young designers, freshly graduated, the last few years held very little in the way of
opportunities to show their work.Says Zowa Rindt of ZOWA: "It’s unfortunate there weren’t
many exhibitions after graduation. This will be the first year that I will be showing my own
designs to the rest of the world." Rindt will show his work ‘The Visible Art of Connecting’,
usable furniture that is solely held together by visible connections, highlighting rather than
hiding them, creating innovative detail.
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Japanese collective 9 + 1 have taken away yet
another insight from the past few years: "To avoid
crowds, we sought refuge in nature. We spent a lot of
time in parks, on mountains… It has given us time to
reflect on human impact on nature and our role as
creators in protecting the environment." Fusing
natural and new materials, 9 + 1 aim to create a new
form of crafts, deeply inspired by Japanese traditional
crafts. Among the objects and ideas they’ll present at
Certosa Initiative are ‘Flex’, an examination of the
possibilities of glass resulting in a soft and robust
material, and ‘Tiny Cloud’, a poetic device that
creates a cloud in your living room, while doubling as
a humidifier.
To some, lockdowns brought a welcome respite from
distractions. It afforded the Wasatch Design
Collective, who base their practice on Origami folding
principles to solve design problems, more time to
focus on the FLEXY product group. These products
are manufactured from a single sheet of plywood and
folded into their final forms using Lamina Emergent
Torsion hinges. They add: "It was very difficult to be
so isolated from our design friends, so we can’t wait
to be in Milan and share our interests with everyone
there."
See more images here »
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© Studio AENEAE, Victor and Erna

For sibling designers Victor and Erna de Bie, the
pandemic transformed an already deeply forged
bond into a creative one: "Before Corona, we
each had our own studio and occasionally
exhibited our work jointly. During quarantine, we
began to collaborate intensively. Our artistic
points of departure collided and caused an
amazing chemical reaction, creating a new
universe of possibilities. Exhibiting in Milan as
siblings at the Salone del Mobile with the Certosa
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Pforzheim University will bring a delegation of
both MA Design and Furniture Making and the
BA Jewellery graduate work. Says Christine
Lüdeke: "If anything the last few years have
reinforced our inclination of researching the
NOW sensitively in order to perhaps understand
the NEXT better. Milan has always been fruitful
for such exchanges – we‘re a bit collectively
high on being able to do this again with all our
senses. We‘ve really missed Milan Design

Initiative, feels like a celebration in every way."

Week – it’s the unexpected encounters, the
spontaneous discoveries that feed us."
See more images here »

We’re looking forward to showing you all this and so much more!
See you at Milan Design Week June 7-12 2022.
Visitors address Certosa Initiative:
Via Barnaba Oriani 27, 20156 Milano
Click here for the Dutch Version

Beyond Space
International architects based out of Amsterdam with a penchant for
delicate interiors and large scale transformations. Firm believers that
architectural thinking applies well beyond matters of space, they
combine creative entrepreneurship with unconventional ideas and
intuitive design. Beyond Space mix buildings, spaces and objects, and in
this case: people. To forge connections where there were none before.
Organisation In Design
A twenty-year track record in staging curated exhibitions that forefront
the latest in contemporary design. Makers of Ventura Projects,
Organisation in Design has proved instrumental in breathing new life
into rediscovered districts of Milan. Committed to advancing, helping
and promoting design in every way possible, all over the world.
About Certosa District
Milan’s Certosa District melds its industrial heritage with its innovative
future as this distinctly local neighbourhood with a global mindset
transforms into a vibrant centre for culture and innovation. The multidimensional regeneration project includes new and reimagined office,
retail, and open green spaces as well as neighbourhood-wide event
programming.
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